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A Sleek & Minimalistic
Home@Kollam
Asset Homes Interior Team has imparted a minimalistic aesthetic to the flat no. 7A of our Grandios Sterling
project.
The customer’s vision of embodying tranquillity and serenity in their home is the main idea that has driven
Asset Homes Team to design a bespoke apartment.
The spaces throughout the house are designed in a very homogeneous manner by selecting and carefully
matching the type of material used for furniture,fittings and wall accents.

Living Room

The partition of the living and dining area is carefully
designed using CNC cut out panelling work.
Shelves are provided on both sides of the partition
with spotlights.
The sideboard, TV unit, wall mountings are in-house
designs specially crafted by Asset Homes team
to complement the overall calming aura of the
space.

Master Bedroom

The master bedroom blends in the scheme of
things, with the help of neat design.
The colour palette is restricted to tones of natural
Oakwood, whites and greys. The study table has
a mounted shelf whose unique framing draws
attention and adds depth to the room.

Kitchen

Modern modular Kitchen and attached extended working area with matching fittings staying true to the
theme of the house.

THE CLIENT SPEAKS
Asset Interiors is a good team; friendly, showcased
great professionalism in work, relationships and
specifically listened to our design needs that we
know suited our home's interior requirements,
keeping in mind practicality as well.
Asset Interiors team did reliable and excellent work
for our Asset Sterling apartment at Kollam. We
really appreciate and thank the dedicated Asset
Interiors team headed by Mr Thambi P Bose and his
entire great team for giving us a beautiful and
elegant interior design to our apartment.
Thanking you all once again from the bottom of my
heart. Best wishes.
Dr. Prashanth and Mrs Arya
(Proud owners of 7A, Asset Grandios Sterling)
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